Senior Design Journey

During the first semester of our senior design journey, we were still planning out how we
would get the Surculus to RIT to work on it. During the mean time, we needed to do
something productive. We decided to design and build test benches which would serve
as a data mining platform, allowing us to know more about the ideal conditions for plant
growing moving forward. The following is a documentation of our journey from test
benches to final Surculus.

Vertical Farming Team from left to right: Katie Green, Erin Twombly, Gi Han, Mike Myers, Gabe
Kramer, Joshua Boyer
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Test Benches: Iteration 1
● Watering drip system was from original design. Consisted of milk jugs (1 for low flow
rate, 2 connected by tubing for the high flow rate) and ½’’ poly tubing with dripper
attachments from DIG. (See BOM for part detail)
● Water delivery system never worked. Caulk did not work to attach the jugs and the
tubing. Double jug set up leaked and many detached from each other.
● The single jugs were able to work, as there was less weight and stress on the
connections.
● Never ran tests.
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Test Benches: Iteration 2
● Replaced all the double milk jug pieces with 5-gallon Gracie’s milk bags inserted into
buckets with a hole drilled at the bottom to allow the milk bag nipple threw. The drip
system was reused from the double milk jugs and connected to the milk bag nipple by
sliding clear vinyl tubing 5/8’’ OD, ½’’ ID over the nipple then sliding the drip system over
the vinyl tubing. The connection was leak proof.
● Added a drainage system to collect excess water using excess ½’’ and 1/8’’ tubing from
drip system supplies and storage bins. The 1/8’’ tubing was attached to the drainage
holes of the trays and then all of the tubing attached to the trays of one benchtop was
fitted into the ½’’ and funneled into the storage bins cover by panda film to reduce
contamination.
● Dripping system failed. Some drippers let out too much water, some not enough. Also,
each dripper was not directly over each plant which. That in combination with the
excessive leaking from Test Bench A, C, and D lead to the failure of this system.
● Plants died in 2 days.
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Test Benches: Iteration 3
● Wick system was implemented.
● Simplified the design and old drip system (iteration 2) was completely removed. No
longer need buckets on top, drainage system, tubing, etc.
● Wicks were made from braided old t shirt strips which are pulled up through the trays old
drainage holes to deliver the water from the buckets located under the benches and
directly to the seed. The buckets were recycled from the top, shortened in height, and
lined to hold water.
● Nutrient and water mixture is now consistent through all benches at 5ml/ gallon which
sits in buckets underneath.
● Originally, plants were not receiving enough water so 1’’ x 2’’ cotton t-shirt squares were
added to each plant spot and spraying the plants twice a day was implemented.
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Our crops throughout their journey in the test benches.
Top left was week one, top right was just before
harvesting, and bottom left was harvest day
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Team Lead Katie Green, admiring our first harvest: a fresh and healthy radish. Lead
Engineer Erin Twombly is in the background harvesting the remaining crops.
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After successfully growing and harvesting from the test benches, we looked to tackle the
Surculus. First we had to transport it from Harbec Plastics to RIT, and then reconstruct it. Next,
we applied many design changes in order to bring it to life. These included modifying the trays,
the motor speed, the LED lighting, and implementing an aeroponics watering system. It was a
long process with many ups and downs, but ultimately very educating.

Transporting the system provided
complications but it came together nicely in
the end.
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Above: Team member Joshua
Boyer reacts to a dramatic event which
turned out to be a very simple fix.
Special thank you to FMS for cleaning
up our mess. Bottom: A close look at
the aeroponics misting system.
Aeroponics uses water much more
efficiently than other methods.
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The finished system full of lettuce, celery, and green onions. One step closer to feeding the
world.

